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1. Directory Layout
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├── /build/                    	# The folder for compiled output 
├── /gulp/                      	# Automation build tasks and utilities for development 
├── /node_modules/            # 3rd-party libraries and utilities 
├── /src/                       	# The source code of the application 
│   ├── /actions/               	 # Actions to be dispatched 
│   ├── /components/           # React dumb components 
│   ├── /constants/             	 # Definition of Action Types 
│   ├── /containers/            	 # React smart components 
│   ├── /public/                	 # Static files which are copied into the /build/public folder 
│   ├── /reducers/              	 # Redux Reducers for state changes 
│   ├── /server/                	 # All the Server-side components 
│      ├── /api/                	 # REST API endpoints 
│      ├── /models/             	 # Deals with persistence layer / Data layer 
│      ├── /controllers/        	 # Handle business logic / Service layer 
│      ├── /config/             	 # Server-side configuration settings 
│   ├── /store/                 	 # Store with Application states 
│   ├── /views/                 	 # Static content (plain HTML or Markdown, Jade, you 
name it) 
│   ├── /app.js                 	 # Client-side startup script 
│   ├── /config.js              	 # Global application settings 
│   ├── /routes.js              	 # Universal application routes 
│   └── /server.js              	 # Server-side startup script 
│── package.json                 # The list of 3rd party libraries and utilities 
└── gulpfile.babel.js           	 # Main automation build tasks for production 
└── karma.config.js             # Karma test-runner configurations 
└── test.webpack.js             # Leveraging on webpack to run tests 
└── webpack.config.js         # Webpack bundle configurations for application 



2. Starting

3. Testing
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Enter this into terminal / command line to install:
git clone https://minheq@bitbucket.org/prognesis/versafleet-analytics.git 
cd versafleet-analytics 
npm install 
npm install -g gulp 

To immediately start development environment just 
enter this into command line:
	 	 	 	 	 gulp browser-sync 

This will launch a nodemon server and a browser sync proxying the nodemon server. This 
includes watching files, restarting server, and hot reloading. 

To run Karma test-runner do:
gulp test 

It will open up the browser with tests status 



4. Deployment

4.1 Through a Pipeline
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It can be done two ways. Automatically through a pipeline or manually. 

1.   Install Git for the relevant platform, or use guide from  
      https://confluence.atlassian.com/bitbucket/set-up-git-744723531.html  

2.   Ask for permission to collaborate on BitBucket

3.   Clone the project  
      git clone git@bitbucket.org:prognesis/versafleet-analytics.git 
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4.   Make a commit on master branch via Terminal/command line and push it 
      	 git checkout master 
	 git commit -a -m “Commit Comment” 
	 git push 
      

      Or through GUI using SourceTree

5.   This will go through a pipeline setup on Codeship which will  
      automatically deploy to Heroku server 



4.2 Manual 
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1.  Install Heroku Toolbelt from https://toolbelt.heroku.com and login

2.   Ask for permission to collaborate on Heroku

3.   Make a commit on master branch and push it 
      	 git checkout master 
	 git commit -a -m “Commit Comment” 
	 git push 
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Or through GUI using SourceTree

4.   Deploy to remote repository named “staging” through Terminal/ 
      Command Line 

if(__DEV__) →  the code within the if block will not run on the production/staging 
environment.  


